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New Renault Twingo Electric, a new Limited Series
called Vibes
Renault unveils the Vibes Limited Series
A Limited Series with colourful accents
A new colour: Valencia Orange
More than ever all the Twingo energy
Orders open in France with Twingo Electric from September 2020

While the queen of city is about to become electric, Renault presents a brand-new Limited
Series called Vibes. While this Limited Series celebrates the arrival of Twingo Electric, it
will also be offered later on in its petrol engines versions. Orders will be open for France
from the start of the new academic year in 2020.

Called Vibes, this Limited Series is based on New Twingo Electric's Intens finish and features an
exclusive new colour: Valencia Orange. It features a radiator grille with white accents and 16inch white diamond alloy wheels with orange wheel covers. In keeping with the idea of duality,
the Vibe Limited Series is also available in the palette of colors available* on Twingo Electric.
In addition to the possible colour choices, the bodywork is adorned with specific patterns - such
as vibrations - composed of several white and grey or orange and grey lines depending on the
chosen colour. Two versions of the stripping are available: a "light" version emphasising the edge
line along the bodywork, and a "full" version extending to the roof. To underline the fact that Vibes
belongs to the electric world, it is enhanced by a specific motif on the right rear wing above the
recharging hatch, symbolizing a battery. A Vibes monogram on the rear doors adorns the side
protection strips in the image of a belt buckle.

Inside, the dashboard above the display feature the Vibes pattern with colored stripes. The 7inch EasyLink display allows the driver to check the availability of charging stations in real time
and features Google Android Auto & Apple CarPlay smartphone replication. The seats also come
in an exclusive finish with mixed leather/cloth upholstery with orange accents. Special door
sills, overlay mats and an anodised orange gear selector base complete the package.
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*except Flame Red and Mango Yellow

About Groupe Renault :
Groupe Renault has manufactured cars since 1898. Today it is an international multi-brand group, selling
close to 3.8 million vehicles in 134 countries in 2019, with 40 manufacturing sites, 12,700 points of sales
and employing more than 180,000 people. To address the major technological challenges of the future,
while continuing to pursue its profitable growth strategy, Groupe Renault is focusing on international
expansion. To this end, it is drawing on the synergies of its five brands (Renault, Dacia, Renault Samsung
Motors, Alpine and LADA), electric vehicles, and its unique alliance with Nissan and Mitsubishi Motors. With
a 100% Renault owned team committed to the Formula 1 World Championship since 2016, the brand is
involved in motorsports, a real vector for innovation and awareness.
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